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Abstract
Described by Biodun Jeyifo as a revolution in poetry and by Funso Aiyejina as poetry in “(alter)-native” tradition, 
contemporary Nigerian (African) poetry, also called third generation poetry, is marked by a distinct stylistic "shift from the 
obscurantism and eurocentricism of most of the first generation of modern Nigerian poets"(Aiyejina). This assertion portends a
stylistic shift in subject matter as well as focus on general communicative language that thrives on simple diction and direct 
addresses. This stylistic shift has not only branded a new identity for this group of poets but has bolstered the whole argument 
of post-coloniality towards achieving what Achebe terms ‘other’ perspective in the ‘story of the hunt.’ In line with some of 
these new trends in post-colonial dialogue, this paper explores the use of the linguistic genres of boasts and curses as stylistic 
devices in selected poems of Obiora Udechukwu, Chin Ce, Remi Raji and Niyi Osundare. 
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1. Introduction
This paper rests on the assumption that contemporary African (Nigerian) poets experiment with new stylistic 
devices like boasts and curses as a means of calling attention to and creating linguistic spaces for these new forms 
of African poetry. As a research work in post-colonial studies, this paper adopts the concept of post coloniality as a 
theoretical framework from which this investigation progresses. One fundamental argument of post-colonial 
theorists like Chinua Achebe, Bill Ashcroft et al is the idea that the colonized now resist the very instruments of 
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colonialism, especially language. By delving into a study in uses of boasts and curses, this study therefore 
identifies new areas of linguistic resistance through the conscious attempt of the colonized to create a hybrid 
language, or what Achebe terms ‘domestication of the English Language.’  Through this way, contemporary 
African poetry becomes a major tool for dismantling neo-imperialist strangleholds in many African countries like 
Nigeria. Thus, this study sets out to examine the following research questions: As sub genres of linguistic 
repertoire, why and how do boasts and curses function in human languages and literature? In what ways do boasts 
and curses occur as stylistic devices in contemporary in African poetry? What are the implications of these 
occurrences? Due to space limitations, this research shall use some selected works of Nigerian poets like Obiora 
Udechukwu, Chin Ce, Remi Raji and Niyi Osundare as models of use of boasts and curses as stylistic devices in 
African poetry. We shall proceed with scholarly enquiries into the meaning(s) and functions of Curses and Boasts 
in human society, after which we shall identify instances of usages of these linguistic genres in some selected 
poems.
The idea of post-colonial in this work refers broadly to historical periodization of the late 60s and afterwards, as 
time during which most post-colonial scholars like Frantz Fanon, Edward Said, Chinua Achebe, Ngugi Wa 
Thiongo, Wole Soyinka, Salmon Rushdie, just to mention but a few, started effusive ideological campaigns against 
what Guneratne, Anthony (1997) identifies as “politics and economics of surrogacy” noticeable in the lopsided 
relationship between First -Third world economies. In Nigeria alone, the outcome of these post-colonial 
interrogations has seen the resultant outpouring of several poetic works by a crop of conscious writers who have 
deployed their creative talents towards telling their own stories in what Achebe, Chinua (2009) terms the “Story of 
the hunt.” Such include Kemi-Atanda Ilori Voices of the Hurricane (1985);  Idi Bukar First the Desert came and 
then the Torturers (1984), Funso Aiyejina Letter to Lynda and other poems (1984); Chinweizu Invocations and 
Admonitions; Ezenwa Ohaeto The Voice of the Night Masquerade; Chin Ce African Eclipse(2000); Joe Ushie The 
Reign of Locusts (2004), Odia Ofeimun The Poet Lied, Omolara Ogundipe-Leslie Sew The old days, Remi Raji 
Harvest of Laughter Tanure Ojaide Endless Songs,  Niyi Osundare Moonsongs (1988), The World is an Egg 
(2000),  Mercy Ugot  Campus Girls and other poems; Olu Oguibe  A Gathering of Fear (1992),  Tayo Olafioye A 
Carnival of Looters (2000), Akinloye Ojo In Flight (2000), Ebereonwu’s Suddenly God was Naked;  Ogaga 
Ifowodo Homeland and Other Poems (1993),  Ebi Yeibo A Song for Tomorrow and other Poems (2002); Adebayo 
Lamikanra Heart Sounds (2003). These lamentation songs are rhythms of people whose ‘lives’ have been 
punctured by ‘a restless boy,’ with ‘crooked fingers.’ (Osundare 1988, p.9). Theirs is a practice in the creative 
mode Jeyifo, Biodun (1985) identifies as “poetry of revolution and a revolution in poetry” (‘Introduction’). Thus 
their poetry is marked by distinctiveness of idealisation and peculiarities of verbalisation which distinguish them 
from the preceding generations. Such peculiarities of verbalization employed by some of these poets include 
rhetoric of boasts and curses, which we intend to investigate in this paper.    
Boasts and curses as human speech genres share certain common language traits. They are persuasive and as 
such function as good tools for rhetoric. While many scholarly investigations have been devoted to why and 
function(s) of cursing, very few researches have been done in area of boasting. However, in the course of this 
comparative research, we shall use available literatures in discussing noticeable similarities (possible differences) 
in the traits and usages of both speech genres. In many human societies, boasting or cursing is seen as negative 
social practice. This implies that such practices are not usually permissible within normal language usages. Yet 
people still engage in them more frequently now than ever before (Angus Reid Public Opinion poll, 2010). 
Cursing is seen generally as the use of taboo words, usually followed by invocation of greater power (God, 
devil, diseases, animals, elements) to visit evil on the object of curse (Stapleton, 2010; Montagu, 1967; Andersson 
and Trudgill, 2007). Some scholars opine that human beings have been using swearwords since the emergence of 
language and even propose that all modern languages have developed from primitive linguistic utterances that 
were comparable with curses (Montagu, 1967). Boasting is also frowned upon as a bad social practice bordering on 
untoward self-exhibitionism. In many societies, boasting is interpreted as being immodest. But just like cursing, 
boasting is an integral part of human language and is gradually gaining widespread usage even in earlier restricted 
places like written media and the internet. 
From available scholarly researches, curses as well as boasts are seen as by-products of human emotion 
(Vingerhoets, Ad J.J.M,  Lauren M. Bylsma, Cornelis de Vlam, 2013). Furthermore, many scholars see the 
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processes of linguistic socialization as the major factor that aids human acquisition of these language sub genres. 
Hence Jay, Timothy (2000) opines, “an individual's knowledge depends on personal experience, psychological 
makeup and on the culture in which he or she is raised” (Jay, 2000).  This makes the rendition style of these two 
speech genres “the product of both shared and private experiences” (Jay 2000).  Sharifi, Shahla and Amir 
Karimipour (2012) observe that some linguistic elements of some curse sentence-structures are so flexible that they 
could be shifted to other parts of the curse sentences or dropped entirely. We opine that this flexibility of curse 
sentence-structure, observable in Kurdish language, is also applicable in other world languages. Further, there is 
great possibility that modern expletives and swearwords are survivors of some previous curse sentences. For 
instance: the English language “You are a mother fucker!” has been shortened to “motherfucker” while Igbo –
“nne gi nwu kwa” (May your mother die!) has been shortened to “nne-gi!” (your mother!). Similarly, this paper 
also argues that this sentence reduction feature is also observable in boast sentence-structures, some of which have 
metamorphosed into present day praise names that are seen in some African (Igbo) societies. Linguistic items of 
boast utterances contain elements of exaggeration as well as an anchorage on some presumed achievements. While 
these are possible areas for future researches, we hasten to add that these exaggerated features, transform these 
linguistic elements to imagistic forms like in titular names like “Ochiri-ozuo,” “Onwa-n’etiri-oha,” “agu-n’eche-
mba,” and “omek’annaya.”
While some researches pinpoint the importance of personality traits, others emphasize contextual influences as 
determinants on performances of cursing or boasting (Coates, 1986; Frijda, Kuipers & Ter Schure, 1989; Daly, 
Holmes, Newton, and Stubbe 2004). Therefore, people curse or boast depending on the context or situation in 
which they find themselves. If they find themselves in a situation that is deemed inappropriate, like a student 
standing before a lecturer, it is more difficult for such student to utter curse words no matter how provoked he 
would be. However, if one is in the midst of one’s colleagues, there is greater tendency for such a person to use 
curse words. Conversely, it is easier for the lecturer to place a curse on the younger person (student) if the lecturer 
is so provoked. 
1.1 Functionality of Boasts and Curses
While earlier studies maintain that cursing and boasting are “manly” acts inspired by “testosterone poisoning,” 
more recent studies show that not only do women also have bursts of testosterone (Alan Booth) but the whole 
assertion on gender is baseless (Jay et al., 2006; Baruch & Jenkins, 2007; Johnson & Lewis, 2010; Stone & 
Hazelton, 2008) since women boast and curse as much as men.  In their own research, the Harvard neuroscientists 
Tamir , Diana and Jason Mitchell (2012) foreground the fact that both men and women engage in boasting. Indeed 
in their recently conducted research on the interface between boasting and the use of social networks like Twitter 
and Facebook, they observed that people boast many a time because “It feels so rewarding, at the level of brain 
cells and synapses, that we can't help sharing our thoughts” (Tamir and Mitchell, 2012). This takes us to cathartic 
function of boasts and curses. As Montagu (1942) earlier opined of cursing, (like crying), are “primitive outbursts 
of emotion” which promotes catharsis in individual or (group). In a recent empirical study, Hyneman, Jamie and 
Adam Savage (2009), demonstrated that cursing or swearing comes with the positive side effect of people 
improving their ability to withstand pain. In a practical demonstration of this assumption, the duo using cod pressor 
test, tried to demonstrate that when people are put under severe pain, resorting to cursing helps them withstand the 
pain longer. In their study, the selected “participants anchor their arms in ice water until they can't stand the 
freezing pain any longer. Pained participants' time trials showed that spewing expletives indeed increases suffering 
stamina by an average of 30 percent” (Hyneman, J. and Adam Savage, 2009).
Another function of cursing is fostering group identity (Daly et al., 2004; Stapleton, 2010; Benwell, 2001). It 
was observed that people tend to curse more when they are in familiar groups/people instead of strangers. Other 
people that want to join such a group will also try to curse or swear the way the group members do as a sign of 
identity. Applying this to phenomenon of boasting, it could be inferred from Tamir and Mitchell’s (2012) research 
that people tend to boast more in a group. And when alone with someone they wish to impress, people boast in 
order to achieve some group bonding or social acceptance (group identity or belongingness).
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Another form identity marker brought about by cursing seen where an aggressive person learns aggressive curse 
words and uses them to express his/her aggression towards others; “he/she perceives others on the basis of how 
others use aggressive language. The sexually anxious person uses sexual terminology in a manner that exposes 
his/her underlying anxiety through hesitation word choice and avoidance, thus such a person interprets sexuality of 
the self and others through a forbidden language of sexuality like asshole, bastard, bitch, cunt, prick, mother-
fucker, chicken-shit, nigger, dyke and honkey” (Jay, 2000). These words not only portray our deep emotional 
investment in a personal identity which we use to experience the world, but also helps us to “differentiate ourselves 
from others, and to express our feelings and attitudes about others” (Jay, 2000). This form of identity is well 
recognized when people boast. Hence curse words or boast words are parts of our identities.
Other perceived functions of cursing, which boasting also shares include “letting-go as a way of losing steam,” 
creating an informal atmosphere, attempt to “verbally hurt” somebody else, belittling of opponents, boosting of 
self-ego, elicit fear and hostility in others as well as loss of self-status (Vingerhoets, Ad J.J.M., Lauren M. Bylsma, 
Cornelis de Vlam 2013).  These identified functions shall prove useful in our later discussion on how these two 
language genres operate in African poetry. In all, the persistence and popularity of these two speech genres in 
human society may well be explained by recent findings about the human brain which scientists detected by using 
a functional magnetic resonance imaging scanner to track what parts of the brain responded most strongly when 
people talked about their own beliefs and options, rather than other people. According to this report “acts of self-
disclosure were accompanied by spurts of heightened activity in brain regions belonging to the meso-limbic 
dopamine system, which is associated with the sense of reward and satisfaction from food, money or sex” (Tamir, 
Diana and Mitchell Jason, 2012). Thus it is believed that it this expected heightened sense of reward or the 
improved stamina for enduring prolonged pains that keeps people boasting or cursing in wider expanding domains 
of linguistic spheres from oral to written.
2. Boasts and Curses in literature
Examples of boasts and curses abound in different literatures of the world. For instance, Eighteenth century 
rhetorician, Richard Perry identified a rhetorical device employing the use of exaggeration and boasting which he 
called Bomphiologia, (also known as verborum bombus). In bomphiologia, the character brags excessively in order 
to achieve comical dimension as in Shakespeare’s Falstaff. Another form of boast identified culturally and 
MX[WDSRVHGLQHDUO\(QJOLVKOLWHUDU\ZRUNVLVWKH³EƝRW´'XULQJWKH2ld English period, beot is usually employed 
by warriors preparing for battle. Beot, a form of vow or promise, is usually undertaken either in battle or in the 
mead hall prior to commencement of battle. During the period in which the beot is uttered, the warrior “accepts a 
seemingly impossible challenge in order to gain tremendous glory for actually accomplishing it” (Wikipeadia). 
Examples of this are seen in the old English poems “The Wanderer” and “Beowulf.” Interestingly, some traditional 
African societies have similar practices like the Old English beot. The cultural practices that inspire beot-like 
boasts in Igbo-Africa include hunting, farming, initiation ceremonies and wars. During these occasions, a member 
of an age grade will utter boasts of seemingly impossible feats that he intends to accomplish before the end of the 
ceremony. Successful accomplishment of these feats usually leads to the person being given a praise name. 
Similarly, curses have also been inscribed in literary works of Shakespeare and Geoffrey Chaucer.  In many of 
Shakespeare’s drama, curses are sometimes realized as “zounds!” short for “God’s blood” (Hyneman, Jamie and 
Adam Savage, 2009).
2.1 Boasts as stylistic Device in Contemporary African Literature 
Obiora Udechukwu’s What the Madman Said (1990) is an anthology of ten poems divided into two sections. 
Our interest here lies in the second section where the poet presents a madman persona through whom reflective 
sentiments on the state of the nation after the war are uttered. The wandering ‘mad man’ with his weird ‘wisdom’ 
is a popular sight in Nigerian society. Indeed, the ‘wisdom’ of the mad man who talks and wanders endlessly is 
very well known in Igbo land. The idea of madness offers immunity to the garrulous nature of the mad man in Igbo 
land. Thus, like the masquerade, he is the only person in the society that may openly criticize other people without 
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being held accountable for his words and actions. Udechukwu’s madman begins his admonitions by boasting about 
his invincibility as a result of his steadfastness to truth which he likens to iron: “Truth is Iron/Truth is my ADC” 
(13). As the ‘truth-sayer,’ this persona, throughout the collection, succeeds in exposing the foibles and corrupt 
practices of the ruling government. The method of boast here follows traditional Igbo African format where the 
boaster identifies himself/herself with the object of his boast. Boast here serves as a form of self-identity, while 
introducing an element of suspense for the reader-audience who awaits anxiously for these “truths” the persona 
will reveal.
This feature of self-praise is also taken on by the persona in Chin Ce's Full Moon (2001) collection. Similarly, 
boastful utterances here help us situate the identity of persona: “I am traveler of highways.../I am the dream still 
like the night/ In the center of the single eye.../(p.11), To fly with wings that reach/ The wind and well beyond/ 
This track of/ time... (p.2), so roam the travelers of this world/ far beyond the reach of time! (p.11). These boastful 
affirmations about 'self' albeit an African practice is further witnessed in the Ce's (2001) persona's appropriation of 
roles which could well be another index for identification: “I am the holder of the word/1 am the bearer of the 
light.../I am the carrier of the call.../1 am he who stoops to conquer...(p.9), I have sailed to distant lands/ By a 
hundred ships of war... / I have come/ from far away/ .../ (p.6). In all these exercises, the boasts begins with the 
formal structure of “I am …,” thus substantiating the identity of the “eye” through which we (audience) perceive 
the events in the poem.
Niyi Osundare’s persona in The Word is an Egg (2005) also attempts a form of self-identification by 
proclaiming: “I am a poet/ who feels intenselligently/ I call evil by its hidden name” (66). In all these sequences, 
the persona introduces an exaggerated feat/concept with which he identifies, and this becomes the object of his 
boast. The boast genre synchronizes with traditional speech genre where each man is called, hailed by his 
achievement title as a method of salutation. The implied boastful utterances, while situating the achievements of 
the persona beyond the mundane, parallels Lawrence Grossberg's (1996) observations about "the Post-Modern 
sensibility" which "appropriates practices as boasts that announce their own - and consequently our own -
existence, like a rap song boasting of the imaginary (or real- it makes no difference) accomplishments of the 
rapper." (p.345). Such practices, he avers, "offer forms of empowerment not only in the face of nihilism but 
precisely through the forms of nihilism itself: an empowering nihilism, a moment of positivity through the 
production and structuring of affective relations" (p.345).
2.2 Curses as stylistic Devices in Poetry
In some African societies, cursing is usually censored because of the widely held belief of its potency and 
efficacy. It is also widely believed that these curses are more potent when uttered by women - mothers, old women 
- or old men. However, when people face overwhelming perplexing situations for which they feel helpless and 
frustrated, they usually resort to cursing as a way of allaying the felt injustice and anger. It helps them balance out 
as a coping mechanism. In some African societies like Calabar, Afikpo or Ijaw, cursing is not only a mere 
linguistic exercise as this linguistic action is usually accompanied by certain performances like finger pointing, 
symbolic burial of the curse-victim, old women stripping naked, exposing of one’s breast, all aimed at 
underscoring the seriousness of intended death wish or harm directed at the curse victim. 
A traditional feature employed mostly by seasoned traditional artists, curses have more recently crept into 
written poetry where they perform similar function(s) for which the oral artistes had for them. From Chin Ce's 
(2000) 'An African Eclipse' we get the following examples: “Your sun shall not rise/The day your requiem is 
sung/From the depth of their hurt/In your face mere picture patches/Of what a crook has done this land (p. 19) .
Remi Raji (1997) employs this same technique in 'Siren Sense III.' For his poetry it is featured in the following 
way: “May the wind carry a convoy of curses/ A tuberous column of tumour/ Of your driving race ... (Raji p.60). 
Researchers point out that cursing is often an “amalgam of raw, spontaneous feeling and targeted, gimlet-eyed 
cunning. When one person curses at another, they say, the curser rarely spews obscenities and insults at random, 
but rather will assess the object of his wrath, and adjust the content of the "uncontrollable" outburst accordingly” 
(http://www.discovery.com). Such seems to be the object of the exercise in Chin Ce’s poetry as seen here: “May 
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the wind stab your tribe's trumpet/(May your glowworm scream lead to hello/ May the dumb ditch embrace your 
bones/May new brooms descend/On the dirty tempest/Of your ghastly waste, (p.60).
Also, Udechukwu's (1990) 'madman' employs this technique which is sometimes realized as rhetorical 
questions: “Beast of no nation/Has he set sail? (p.48)/Who is Naira? Their king or mayor?/A rogue or 'rapist?/War-
monger or masquerade?/Our people, madness is bad!/A piece of paper! (p.50).” In this example this curse could be 
interpreted as “may you be so money-hungry that you forsake all other things. Here, the persona realizes his curse 
with name calling – “beast of no nation”- a phrase made popular by late Fela Anikolapo Kuti’s music album with 
same title. Other name-calling words are “rogue, rapist, war-monger.” What is interesting here is that the style of 
cursing deviates from normal curse structure of “May …” which we witnessed in Remi Raji and Chin Ce’s poems. 
Instead we have the curse realized as sequences of rhetorical questions: “Who is Naira? Their King or Mayor? 
There is no doubt that this curse is intended as a mockery of the victim because the rhetorical questions further 
emphasizes the foolishness of the curse victim by being carried away by the quest for material wealth. 
Niyi Osundare’s (2005) poetic oeuvre also contains aspects of this traditional stylistic device: “You/womb-
raker/Foetus-eater/Dream-killer/binding every jaw/ bound by no law…/cobra venom to your eyes/ scorpion tail to 
your scrotum/ may laughter forever stumble on your lips/ may you see your ears without a mirror” (61). This curse 
could be interpreted as someone wishing another hardship and difficulty in life. Just like Udechukwu’s example 
above, the persona here begins with name calling “womb-raker, dream killer etc,” after which he pronounces the 
curse, beginning with a solemn structure “may…..” The various terrible names used on the curse victim illustrates 
the depth of hatred and ill will this curse is supposed to invoke. This curse falls into the category of curses that 
provoke fear in the intended victim and therefore supposedly serves as deterrent for the victim’s future bad 
behavior.
From above examples, the poets use curses to serve so many purposes in their poetry. Top most among these is 
as fear-instilling deterrent measure which is aimed at the victim of the curse. Different linguistic modes are 
employed by these poets in order to achieve their set targets. While Chin Ce and Remi Raji resort to the traditional 
formulaic style of curse pronouncements which begin with “May…,” Obiora Udechukwu and Niyi Osundare 
consent to copious name-calling before either using the traditional formulaic style or rhetorical questions to spew 
their curses.
3. Conclusion
In conclusion, this study in investigating the different styles and functions of Curses and Boasts in 
contemporary African (Nigerian) poetry, traced the various functions of cursing and boasting in human languages. 
We were able to demonstrate that this fairly new stylistic phenomenon operates by various poets using their own 
innovative patterns or operating within the structures of established language systems which they borrow. The 
incursion of these linguistic subgenres into written Nigerian poetry creates new meanings as well as new 
interpretations as it expands the frontiers of Nigerian English. It was observed that while researches seem to place 
more emphasis on researches in cursing, while paying little attention to researches on boasting. However, this 
research discovers from available recent literatures from neuro-scientific and linguistic fields, utilizing NPS or 
other speech theories, show that boasting and cursing adhere to similar socio-cultural and neuro-psychological-
physical-biological functions in human societies. These functions include the way these speech genres serve as: 
identity markers, letting-go, pain reliever, pain endurance, stress reliever, catharsis, fear compelling, deterrent. In 
the various poetic excerpts studied here, it was seen that these poems conform to some of the functional 
expectations of boasts and curses genres. While most boasts subscribe to identity formation or recognition as was 
shown with Niyi Osundare and Chin Ce’s poetry. These boasts usually follow a patterned structure of: “I am…” 
However, other boasts structures like Obiora Udechukwu’s madman which does not conform to these structural 
patterns show distinctiveness of style. This stylistic innovation appear to be in tandem with the haphazard nature of 
the madman persona. In all, these stylistic attempts are methods of calling attention to the subject matters of their 
poetry. By resorting to taboo linguistic phrases, which challenge the normal language usages, these poets proclaim 
the subversive stance of their poetry. Boasts and curses serve as linguistic deviations that contemporary African 
poets deliberately explore in order to subvert the authoritarian status of the colonial language. 
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